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guambisas
It is one of the ways to call an Amazonian indigenous people in Peru.  They are also called Wampis, Huambisas. 

guambra
In the South of Colombia it means boy, adolescent.  Young person, boy, girl. 

guamear
In Colombia and Mexico is dar guamazos, hit, hit, punish.  Also in Colombia is complain, protest, renouncing (it is said
the expression "that Inga", which means that you misfortune).  Eat guamas.  In the Dominican is work hard, work, fight,
dig it.

guamo
In Colombia is the name of a tree of the genus Inga.   Also called Jinicuile, cajinicuile, aguatope or guama.  Its scientific
name is Inga edulis and belongs to the Fabaceae family.  Its fruits are the guamas.  In Colombia is the name of 2
communes, one in the Department of Bolivar and one in the Department of Tolima.

guamos
In Colombia it is the generalized way of calling the trees of the genus Inga.  The fruits are called guamas.  They belong
to the Fabaceae family.  They can also be called in other regions cuajiniquiles, cuijinicuiles, cuinicuiles or paternas,
guatope, pepetos, pepestillos. 

guampa
Guampa is a word used in Ecuador which means Horn, cacho, Horn, antler, punta, Python, defense.

guampuda
Feminine of guampudo. Refers to cattle horns or long and large blades. The Texas Longhorn, Ankole-watusi and races
N. '' Lady are the most representative. In Colombia there is Creole Casanareño. Cachona. Cuckold. A woman who
suffers from infidelity of your partner.

guamuche
It is one of the common names that give Pithecellobium dulce from the Fabaceae family tree in Mexico.  It is also known
with the names of henhouse pinzan, chiminango, gina, payande.  guamúchil.  The fruits are known as guamaras.

guamúchil
It's one of the names they give in Mexico to a tree.  It is also known as chiminango, pizán, chicken coop, cuamuchitl,
gina, payandé.  Its scientific name is Sweet Pithecellobium and belongs to the fabaceae family.  It is also the name of a
Mexican town in the State of Sinaloa. 

guan
It is a musical instrument of Chinese wind made in bamboo, of the family of the clarions and has a sound similar to the
clarinet.  It literally means tube.

guanaba



In Colombia it is the fruit of the tree of a tree that we also call soursop.  The scientific name of the tree is Annona
muricata and it belongs to the Annonaceae family.  It also receives the names of catuche, guanabana, graviola,
masasamba. 

guanabanazo
In Colombia this word defines two different things.  The first is a very dense soursop sorbet or juice.  It also defines a
very strong blow and in which things that are carried in the hand are watered.  Totazo . 

guanacas
Ancient name of an ancestral territory of Tierrantro culture in Colombia.  It corresponded to what are now the
municipalities of Inzá and Páez, in the Department of Cauca.  It is also the name of a hill, a mountain range and an
Ecological Reserve in the Municipality of Santa Rosa de Osos in the Department of Antioquia.

guanacaste
In Costa Rica it is the name of a tree, also known as caracaro, ear, ear sprocket or kidney ear in Colombia.  It is the
national tree of Costa Rica.  Its scientific name is Enterolobium cyclocarpum and belongs to the family Fabaceae .  In
Honduras, Nicaragua also calls it guanacaste.  In Guatemala and El Salvador is called conacaste.  In Mexico they call it
huanacaxtle and Panama conotú.  In Venezuela they call it carocaro or caracaro.  In Costa Rica there is a Province and
a mountain range that bear the name of Guanacaste.  There is also a Natural National Park with that name.

guanacasteco
It means native to Guanacaste, a Province of Costa Rica located in the north of the country.  Resident in Guanacaste. 
Related to Guanacaste (Province and Cordillera in Costa Rica).

guanacos
They are a few mammals, artiodactyls originating in the Andean region of South America.  Unlike the flame that is
domesticated, the guanaco lives in the wild.  Its scientific name is Lama guanicoe and belongs to the family Camelidae. 
In quechua is wanaco or wuanacu.

guanaja
It means small, small in size.  Pite, piece.  Name of a small island in Honduras, in the Department of Bay Islands.  It is
an environmental protection zone. 

guanajo
It is the name of a bird that is also called pisco, turkey or gallopavo.  The scientific name is Meleagris gallopavo and
belongs to the family Phasianidae.  It is also called chompipe, common avo, totole, cocone. 

guanana
Foolish child, child who is characterized by being restless and hyperactive.  It is a term used in some parts of Mexico. 

guanandí
It is one of the common names of a tree, which is also known as arary, calambuco, Maria stick, arary caspi lizard, Santa
Maria tree or oil stick.  Its scientific name is Calophyllum brasiliense ( or Calophyllum mariae ) and belongs to the family
Calophyllaceae.



guanaribo
It is one of the common names used in Venezuela for agouti, neque, jochi, guatuza, guatín , cherenga, sereque .  It's a
little wild rodent.  Its scientific name is Dasyprocta punctata and belongs to the family Dasyproctidae .  It is also the
name of a virus that is transmitted from wild animals to humans and can cause serious Ebola-like infections.

guanábana
In Colombia is the fruit of the tree of guanabano.  The scientific name of the tree is Annona muricata and belongs to the
family Annonaceae.  It also receives the names of catuche guanaba, graviola, masasamba.

guanbra
The correct term is guambra or huambra.  In southern Colombia and Ecuador means child, infant.

guanche
Aboriginal people who formerly populated the Canary Islands. 

guanco
It means Indian, indigenous.  That's part of an étnia.  It is for derogatory use.  In Mexico it is used to designate who to
belong to the indigenous race in the area of Costa Chica y Montaña (States of Guerrero and Oaxaca). 

guandajón
It means very badly dressed, ragged, ragged.  Sloppy clothes.  In Colombia we say desgualetado.  Guandajo.

guandao
It is a weapon of Chinese war that has a very sharp blade Crescent shaped.

guandoca
In Colombia in a colloquial way it means prison, prison.  We also say gray.

guandú
It is one of the common names of a legume plant and its fruits in pods (giant beans).  It is also called guandúl, guandús,
stick beans, chicharo beans, gandule stick or quinchoncho.  Its scientific name is Cajanus cajan of the fabaceae family.

guangá
It is a hatianism which means spell, witchcraft, wizardry, Voodoo.  Used also in some parts of Dominican, especially
near the border.

guango
Long braid from the hairs of an indigenous woman.  It means also loose, lazy. loose, wide, wide.

guanimo
In the Dominican is a typical dish from a bunch of corn with a filler that contains ground beef.  Also exists in Puerto Rico,
the guanime, guanimo or guanimos that is somewhat similar to tamales or the hallacas: is corn dough with a filling of
meat, fish, nuts or beans.



guano
It is a word of quechua origin (wanu), which means manure.  Natural fertilizer formed by the accumulation of excrement
of birds, especially of the area, which is a nocturnal bird that lives in caves and bats.  Fiemo, fertilizer, manure.  Guano
is a natural fertilizer with high content of nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium, this is called colloquially the Triple 15
natural or Natural NPK.

guanota
In Venezuela and the Eastern Plains of Colombia it is a kind of black bee, large and hairy, that produces honey and wax.
 It makes its nests in rotten trunks.  He doesn't have a sting.  Drone.  It can also mean lie, bluntness, falsehood,
deception.  It is also the name of a Venezuelan town in the State of Monagas.

guantánamo
It is the name of a Bay, a city and a province in the island of Cuba.  It is part of the municipality of Caimanera.  Name of
a Naval Base of the United States on the island of Cuba and of a famous military jail at that same site.  It is in the
Southeast part of Cuba.

guante
In Colombia is a made of fabric, wool, leather, plastic or woven garment which is used to cover the hands and protect
them from the cold.  They are also used as a security.  Mitten, mitten.  Get hands, wants to say, take, catch, capture.

guanzi
It is the name of a book of Chinese political and philosophical character, written by Guan Zhong in the 7th century BC. 
C.

guao
It is the name of a bushy plant of the Caribbean, which is also known as pork rinds, corn tostao, carrasco.  Its scientific
name is Comocladia dentata and belongs to the Anacardiaceae family.  It has medicinal uses.  It is a plant that contact
causes intolerable itching, swelling redness, ulcer and vesicles, much affects the eyes and skin.  Pica pica,

guapachoso
Colombia wants to say happy, fun, partying, parrandero, pachanguero.  It has lots of rhythm, much salt.  With rhythm
and musical taste in the veins.

guapas
In Colombia it can mean beautiful, beautiful beautiful.  but the biggest use is to mean strong, brave, ardent, fighters.

guaperrima
The correct term is guaperrima, with tilde.  It is a form of mean beauty extreme or exaggerated.  Very pretty.  Superlative
of pretty.  This word is used in Mexico.

guapérrrima
The correct term is Guapérrima, surplus one R.  It is a way of showing that someone (woman) is excessively beautiful.  I
would say best beautiful or beautiful.

guapirrear



It means emitting strong guttural sounds in show of joy.  Give screams or cries of joy.  shout.  Demonstrate hilarity,
festivities, jocosity.  It is derived from our term "Goepa jé .  .  .  .  . "which is a demonstration of immense joy, jolgorio,
party. 

guapisimo
The correct term is beautiful, always with a tilde.  Augmentative of handsome.  In Colombia it can mean either very
attractive, very beautiful or also very brave, very daring. 

guaqueque
Name given in the State of Chiapas, in Mexico, to a small rodent.  It is one of the common names of a small American
rodent, scientific name Dasyprocta punctata of the Family Dasyproctidae.  It is also called añuje, picure, carma, ñeque,
guatín, sereque, cotuza, jochi, cherenga, guatuza and sihuayro. 

guaquero
In Colombia he is a person who is dedicated to search or rescue guacas or treasures or indigenous burials.  By
extension and especially in the Department of Boyacá, pesona that is dedicated to the artisanal mining of emeralds. 
Little used form of gentilicio for those born in Guaca, a Colombian municipality of the Department of Santander.  The
most used is guaqueño. 

guaraca
It's another way to call the piola or string of a trumpet.  Cordel to make the trumpet dance.  Zumbel.  Hemp rope. 

guaracaso
I think they're asking for guaracazo, with z.  It can mean increased guaraca.  Guaraca is a surname of Quechua origin. 
It is also the rope, string or piola of a trumpet.  Therefore guaracazo, can also be a blow or injury caused by guaraca
(almost always a burning or slaging).  They are also called guaracazo, to each concert of Angel Guaracas, a singer of
popular music of Ecuadorian origin.  Moreover, in Colombia guarascazo, means strong blow, baton.

guarache
The correct term is huarache or guarache.  In Michoacan, Mexico, you mean sandal.  Very simple footwear formed by a
leather plant and a neckband of the same material.  Duty Plow Skid.  It is also a kind of food or dessert.  Craving or
Pasaboca.

guarachero
In Colombia he is a very cheerful person who likes to start parties, parrandas or jolgorios.  Person who likes the rhythm
of the guaracha or performs it ( Guaracha is a very cheerful Cuban musical rhythm).  Person who likes music and
jolgorio.

guaracho
It is one of the ways to call the guácharo which is a nocturnal bird, also called oily bird.  Its scientific name is Steatornis
caripensis and belongs to the family Steatornidae.  Also guaracho is a tropical music dancer (guaracha dancer) or a
straw woven hat, which by the old or aged, begins to wean or unravel. 

guaraguao
It's a word of Taino origin.  Caribbean voice to designate a class of bird-of-the-world (waraeao), is a class of hacon of
the Caribbean region.  Its scientific name is Buteo jamaicensis and belongs to the family Accipittridae .  It is known as



mouser, stinger, buteo, busardo, falcon and hawk, all with the nickname red-tailed or red-tailed red-tailed.  Also in Cuba
they call another species of rapacious in the same way.  This is the Chondrohierax wilsonii.  It has the same common
names as the previous one but the name sonso is added to them.  Well, it's not elusive to human presence at all.  Its
population has been greatly diminished.  In Botany it is also one of the common names of a tree of the family Meliaceae.
 It is the Guarea trichiliodes or Guarea bilibil, which is known with the other common names trumpet, requia or yamao.  It
has medicinal uses and is typical of tropical America.

guarana
The correct term is guarana, with tilde.  It is the name of an edible fruit shrub.  It belongs to the family Sapindaceae.  Its
scientific name is Paullinia cupana .  The word is of Guarani origin (Tupi-Guarani ) which means "fruits as people's
eyes".  Stimulant drinks are obtained from its fruits.

guaranda
It is the name of a Colombian municipality in the Department of Sucre.  It is also the name of a Canton and a city in
Ecuador.  It is the Capital of the province of Bolívar.  He is also called "City of the Eternals Carnival" and "City of the
seven hills".  Guarango, gauranga or guaranda, are common names for a large, spiny, leafy tree.  Its scientific name is
Prosopis pallida.  It is of the family Fabaceae.  It also receives the names of carob, carob, kiawe, huarango, bayahonda,
mesquite (one of the many varieties there).

guaranga
It means vulgar, rude, coarse or ordinary language.  It is also a way of calling the dividivi, which is known as ababán, ?
gall, garrobilla , ? lividivi , ? cascalote , guaracabuya , guatapanal , huatapana , nacascolo or tara del Caribe .  Its
scientific name is Caesalpinia coriaria and it belongs to the Fabaceae family.  Name given to an ancient indigenous tribe
of Ecuador.  

guaranies
Guarani Plural .  Name of an Aboriginal people who settled in the vicinity of the Chaco and what now corresponds to the
territory of Paraguay.  They covered territories of southern Brazil and Northern Argentina.  They were also called Ava. 
The word means combatant, warrior or by extension man (in the sense of strong and fighter).  It may also refer to
several banknotes from Paraguay's monetary unit. 

guaranina
It is the name of an alkaloid of the group of Xanthines, which is located in the plant of Guarana (Paullinia Cupana of the
family Sapindaceae).  Chemically it is the same molecule of caffeine, mateine or protein.

guaraní
Name of an indigenous South American people, based in Paraguay and several regions of Brazil.  Name given to the
native of Paraguay, born in Paraguay, related to Paraguay, Paraguayan.  Name of a language spoken in a wide South
American region and of the Tupi-Guarani family.  The word as such and in native language, means warrior. 

guaraña
In Colombia it is a way that peasants use to call a scythe, which is a tool used to mow the lawn or mow grass.  It can
also be a type of music and dance of Guarani culture, in Paraguay.

guarapero
Person who is dedicated to the production of guarapo.  Also in Colombia is who consumes guarapo .  Beodo, drunk. 
alcoholic. 



guarapo
In Colombia is the name of several drinks obtained through fermentation.  There are cane, honey, brown sugar or
pineapple guarapos.  Is very used by the peasants and workers.  It is sometimes so strong that it intoxicates.  It is the
name of a Spanish film, shot in the Canary Islands.

guarapón
Large hat with a very wide brim and made of straw.  It is used to perform work under the sun.  Hatter . 

guarará
In Chile it means rare, abnormal, strange, uncommon.  Name of a city in Brazil, in the State of Minas Geráis.  Name of a
river of Brazil, in the State of Sao Paulo.  Name of a musical instrument in Brazil, similar to a maraca.  Name given in
Brazil to a drum class. 

guarasapo
In Colombia is a larval stage of the frog or toad.  Tadpole.  By extension, it means immature, without full development.

guará
The guara is one of the common names for a wader, also known as cider, cider red, Scarlet Ibis, red Scarlet Ibis.  Its
scientific name is Eudocimus ruber.  Belongs to the family Threskiornithidae, is the national bird of Trinidad and Tobago.

guaráes
Guaraes is the plural of Guara.  The guaraes are the same Ibis scarlet, guarrojos, nasty red, pitanga or guara pitanga,
Scarlet Ibis, cider, red heron, spoons or spoonbill.  It is a bird pelecaniformee the family Threskiornithidae.  Its scientific
name is Eudocimus ruber.  It is found in Colombia and Brazil. It is the name of a municipality of the State of São Paulo,
in Brazil. In Argentina, and especially in the Falkland Islands there is a canid called Fox's scientific name Dusicyon
australis, which also say Guara.

guarán
In Argentina it is the name of a tree.  It is also known as yellow guarán.  In Colombia it is known as chicalá or quillotocto.
 In Bolivia it is called the Canarian tree and in Central America san Andrés.  In Ecuador it is called cholán .  Its scientific
name is Tecoma stans and belongs to the family Bignoniaceae

guarda
It is an inflection of save.  It means storing, saving, retain, treasure.  It is also care for, protect, monitor, respect, comply
with, obey.  Guard, watchman, caretaker.  Angel guard everyone.  Guardian Angel.

guardafuegos
It is the same thing that keeps scratches or firewall.  They are strips of vegetation that are left to try to contain the
movement or progress of forest fires.

guardaizas
Servant of the father of mancebia.  It also tells them guardacoimas or guardadamas,

guardalineas
In Colombia he is an operator of the railway lines, responsible for prioritizing the transit of trains at the places of railway



crossings.  The term is also extended to those who maintain railways.  In some parts, the term is also used to designate
the tourers or watchdogs of the oil industry's gas, oil or wastewater conduction lines.  They are responsible for
monitoring the proper functioning, leaking, detecting sabotage or theft by derivations.

guardapalos
It's a sarcastic way of calling the Rangers in Colombia.  It is also a way of colloquially calling the goalkeepers or
goalkeepers of football teams, sometimes also called rangers or goalkeepers. 

guardapolvo
Beat, clothing.  School uniform, mandilon, apron or planter.  Elements of rubber that protect or cover the ends of the
axles of a car.  Watches, eaves or corniza that it protects an altarpiece.  Rosdapie, base, base molding, guardaescoba
or moulding.  It is a piece that is placed at the base of a wall, to protect it from scratches.

guardarraya
It is a stretch devoid of vegetation, usually in sheets or Plains, which is done to prevent forest fires from spreading. 
Strips of control, fires.  Cleared strips of vegetation to protect fences in agricultural burning.

guardavalla
It is a way of calling goalkeepers, goalkeepers, caretakers or goalkeepers of football teams, sometimes also called
rangers or goalkeepers.  More guardavallas is used. 

guardavallas
He is the only player who can tackle the ball with his hands in the game of football.  It is also called goalkeeper,
goalkeeper, goalkeeper, caretaker, goalkeeper, cancerbero. 

guardia
A person who cares, protects or monitors.  Armed corps that protects a fortification or a character.  Protective, caregiver,
caretaker, watchman, saves.

guarecidos
It's a turning through to be inflection.  It means sheltering, protecting, sheltering, defending.  They have a lair or a place
to protect themselves.

guaremate
It is a word used in Dominican Republic to a person who helps to get girls to a millionaire shy or painful, a Pyrrhic
reward.  Someone without class, lambona and lives of others.

guareto
It is a term used in Puerto Rico and to say identical, equal, similar, exact, twin, homonym, such, similar.

guargüero
In Colombia it means throat, gaznate, neck, larynx, gon.

guariche



In Colombia rewire or best guaricha means prostitute, woman of the street.  A French designer named Pierre Guariche
surname.  In Ecuador, especially in Manabi is one of the typical ingredients of Creole food.  Seafood, crab, mangrove
products.

guaricho
Inter-territorial guaricha.  In Colombia Guarica is a prostitute woman, very bad reputation.  In Colombia guaricho mean
person of ill-repute, who behaves badly, that does not meet standards or regulations, which is immature, that lacks a lot
of training.  Boy, young, inexperienced.

guarico
The correct term is Guárico ( 41 own name;.  It is the name of a State of Venezuela, whose capital is San Juan de los
Morros.  Name of river and dam in Venezuela.  Tip on the Caribbean Sea, in Cuba, close to Guantanamo.  Guárico is
one of the common names given to the elder Bush also known as camphor, Tapiro ( Sambucus canadiensis, the family
Adoxaceae ).  It is a medicinal plant very indicated for bronchial problems.  It is a cough suppressant.

guarida
Cave where wild animals are protected.  Place where evildoers meet.  Appropriate place to hide or to hide something
safely.  Secret place, proper place to hide something.  Hideout, shelter, asylum, burrow, cave, hideout. 

guarilaque
In Colombia in a colloquial way means brandy or by extension liquor, drink.  Also in Colombia, it is the name of an oil
field and several oil wells of the same field, located in Orocué, Casanare.  Name of an airstrip, duly authorized by the
Civil aeronautics, in Orocué, Casanare.  Both the track and the oil field and wells are operated by Perenco Colombia
Limited (French company).  Name of a pipe of the municipality of Orocué, Department of Casanare.

guarimba
In Venezuela and parts of Colombia means hiding, shelter.  Place where protesters hide, fleeing from the authorities. 
Street protest movements are also called guarimba. 

guarimifote
Ancient person of strong and strong appearance.  Caudillo, leader, dictator.  Military of great texture. 

guarinaques
I think that they ask for guarilaques.  In Colombia is a colloquial way of referring to spirits (Colombian indigenous liquor
drinks).

guaripola
In Argentina it is the name of a craft liqueur that resembles a brandy and is made with silvestraes herbs.  In Paraguay
and Chile it is a species of cane, usually made of wood and with a metal tip.   .

guariqueña
It means born, resident or associated with the State of Guárico in Venezuela.  It is a region of the Venezuelan Central. 
The guariquena Capital is San Juan de Los Morros.

guarismos



It means numbers, numbers.  By extension , statistical data . 

guarizama
Name of a Honduran municipality in the Department of Olancho.  It is also the name of a tree also known as amate
prieto, chilamate or chilamate de río.  Rubber.  Its scientific name is Ficus glycicarpa of the family Moraceae. 

guarín
In Colombia is a surname of Spanish origin.  Surname of great Colombian footballer, who plays in China (Freddy
Guarin).  In Colombia to the brandy told guaro and guaro is called the person who always takes guarin (aguardientero). 
Moonshine.

guarne
In Colombia, it is the name of a municipality of the Department of Antioquia.  It is also the name of a dam and a river in
that same sector.  In marinery and nautical is each of the mooring laps of a cape. 

guarnecidos
It is a turning point of paring knife. Means protected, insured, defended, stationed, guarecidos, adorned, decorated,
covered, furnished.

guarniciones
It means settlements or battalions of soldiers.  Detachment, headquarters, strong.  Also food to a regiment or a motif, or
dressing.

guarniel
In the zone of influence in Colombia paisa is a form of farmers call the carriel, which is a leather pouch in which the
paisa load any kind of elements.

guaro
In Colombia is a colloquial way of referring to the brandy.  Most popular liquor of Costa Rica and by adding spicy call
chiliguaro. It is also the name of a municipality in Spain, in the province of Malaga.  A nickname that is to the natives of
the Lara state in Venezuela.

guarolandia
It means territory of the guaro (brandy, liquor), area where they sell spirits and especially brandy.  Sector of the city
where bars and taverns abound.  It is a colloquial term used in Colombia. 

guaromi
It is the same as bichicoris or dried apricots.  They are long strips of pumpkin airy or dried in the Sun, which are used to
prepare meals.  It is a special form of preparation of the pumpkin in the State of Sonora, Mexico.  I wither, dry, airy.

guarro
It is a way of also calling pig,, pork, pig, pig, pig, pig, pig or pig.  It also means dirty, unscrate or rude, vulgar, ordinary,,
zafio.



guarrú
It means seat, residue, grounds, delete.  It usually refers to the residue of coffee remaining in the Cup, after tasting a
wine.  Beats, background.  With s at the end, guarrus, is another way of calling the contraband made in still, also known
as chirrinche brandy.

guarte
It means that it guards, guards, monitors or protects.  Guard, guard, guardian, custodian. 

guartinaja
Female of the guatinajo or guartinajo .  It is a way of calling a rodent in Colombia.  It is also called common baca,
guagua, lapa, chilo, majaz or tepezcuintle.  Its scientific name is Cuniculus paca and it belongs to the family Cuniculidae.
 In Colombia it is also a common name given to a palm tree.  It is the Astriocaryum triandrum of the family Arecaceae. 

guartinajas
Plural of guartinaja.  Feminine guatinajo .  female of the guatinajo .  The guatinajo in Colombia is in small rodent.  It is
also called guartinajo, common paca, guagua, lapa, chilo, majaz or tepezcuintle.  Its scientific name is Cuniculus paca
and it belongs to the Cuniculidae family.  In Colombia it is also a common name given to a palm tree.  It is the
Astriocaryum triandrum of the family Arecaceae. 

guarumo
It is another name that is in Colombia to a tree.  Its scientific name is Cecropia nigra and belongs to the family
Urticaceae (was formerly classified in the family Moraceae).  It also receives the names of yarumo, cecropia, ambaibo,
ambay, yagrumo, grayumbo, yarumo or Cecropia.  It belongs to the Cecropia genus.

guarura
It is Mexico is synonymous with escort, bodyguard, retinue.  Corpulent person who protects a character.  Foreman,
mayoral, escort and bodyguard.

guasamayeta
It is a vulgar way to refer to the male virile member. This term in the Colombian Caribbean coast, is used sometimes just
say guasamaye...

guasampiro
The term correct must be Wasampira or guasampira ( although in quechua there is g, for pronunciation ).  In quechua
language means sign or mark on the back.

guasámpiro
It means that besides bobo is ugly.  Horrible.

guasca
It means strap, leather strap, whip.  It's a word of Quechua origin.  In Colombia we also say guasca to the vegetable
fiber that originates in the stem sheets of the banana bush.  In Colombia, it is also the name of a municipality of the
Department of Cundinamarca, near Bogota.  In Muisca language means on the foothills or mountainside or near the
hills.  It is also the name of a plant, whose leaves are added to the popular ajiaco.  Its scientific name is Galinsoga
parviflora, from the family Asteraseae.  It is also called huasca, huásyca or guásica.



guasear
It means disturbing or inconvenienced someone else with slander, mockery or taunts.  Mocking, joking, mocking,
chance,

guasgua
In Ecuador it is a surname of indigenous origin.  In Cayambí language means boy, girl, baby, toddler.

guasipichai
guasipichai is incorrectly written and should be written as "Wasipichay or Wasipichachiy" being its meaning:<br>The
correct term is Wasipichay or Wasipichachiy. It is a term from the quechua language which means sweeping or cleaning
the House.

guaslim
It is one of the common names of a fodder plant of the Fabaceae family.  It is most commonly used in the State of
Campeche in Mexico.  It is also known as leucaena, forage acacia, bramble.  hediondilla , macata , huaxyacac ,
peladera , liliaque , huaje or guaje .  Its scientific name is Leucaena leucocephala. 

guasmuli
In Mexico it is a stew prepared with seeds of guaje or leucaena, a plant of the Fabaceae family and with spine of res.  It
also receives many similar names such as Guasmole, huaxmole, guaximole, guaxmole, guazmole, huasmol, huasmole,
huaxmoli or huazmole.

guaso
In the Southern Cone South American means peasant, rural, rustic.   In almost all South America mean vulgar, rude,
vulgar, uneducated, rude, rough, rough.

guasoncle
Also called Huauzontle, scobites or amaranth hair.  It is a group of edible plants from Mexico.  Quinoa is also considered
that group.

guasquear
In Colombia feel nauseated, vomiting, transbocar, usually because of severe indigestion or drunkenness.  Guasquear or
guasquearse in getting drunk. 

guata
It has several meanings.  Thick and coarse cotton fabric.  Very aggressive ant that in Colombia we also call cachona. 
Their bite is very painful.  Many people in Santander call wadding Ant heritage.  In the Llanos of Colombia woman who
is not born in the plain, which is not llanera.  In Chile it means belly, stomach, tummy, tummy.

guataca
It is the name of a metallic percussion instrument.  Used in Afro-Cuban celebrations.

guataquear
In the Department of Chocó, Colombia, means recall, memorize, learn by repetition.



guataquero
Person who touched or interprets the guataca, a metallic percussion instrument.  A person who makes noise or noise.  It
carries or has rhythm.

guatas
Plural of guata .  Material that is used as a filling, which is made up of unwoven textile fibers.

guate
Corn that is planted close together to be used as fodder.  Fluff, very small spine.  It can also mean twin, who walks in
packs or in pairs.  In the Llanos of Colombia it is a way of calling the person who is originally from another region, who is
not from the plains, who is not from the plains. 

guatemala
Guatemala is a word that has Nahuatl origin and means place populated with trees, place of many trees.  It is the name
of a Central American country and also the name of its capital city. 

guateque
Guateque is a festival with food and drink.  Fun group of young people with food and drink.  Revelry, pachanga,
parranda.  It is a term of Caribbean origin.  Colombia is also the name of a municipality of the Department of Boyacá. 
His name is guatecanos or guatecanas.  It belongs to the Valle de Tenza.

guatila
It is one of the forms in the center of Colombia call Citron or poor dad.  Also receives other names in Latin America as
chayote, chayotera, chuchu, Pope from air, sea urchin.  Its scientific name is Sechium edule belongs to the
Cucurbitaceae family.  It is a plant of wonder for all types of diet fruits, because he is rich among other things in water,
nutrients, minerals, amino acids and vitamins.

guatin
guatin is incorrectly written and should be written as Guatin (with accent).  being its meaning: Guatin is one of the
common names which is held in Colombia with a small rodent, typical of the Andean mountains.  He also tells agouti,
agouti, neque, jochi, guatuza, guanaribo, cherenga, internal, sereque.  Its scientific name is Dasyprocta punctata and is
in the Dasyproctidae family.

guatinajo
It is a way of calling a rodent in Colombia.  It is also called guartinajo, common paca, guagua, lapa, chilo, majaz or
tepezcuintle.  The scientific name is Cuniculus paca and belongs to the family Cuniculidae.  In Colombisa it is also a
common name given to a palm tree.  It is the Astriocaryum triandrum of the family Arecaceae. 

guatines
It is the plural of guatin.  It is one of the common names given in Colombia to a rodent in the Dasyproctidae family,
commonly known as neque, picure, jochi, sereque, internal, guatuse, guanaribo, serete, guaqueque, cuautuza,
guamara.  It is relatively small and its meat is highly appreciated.  It is from Central America to Argentina, in Colombia is
in almost all of its territory.

guatita
It is the name of a typical dish from Ecuador and Chile.  It consists of a stew of belly or pieces of stomach of res, with



potato and peanuts.  Diminutive of guata, which in Chile means belly, belly, stomach. 

guatín
Guatín is one of the common names that is held in Colombia to a small rodent, typical of the Andean mountains.  It is
also called aguti, picure, ñeque, jochi, guatuza, guanaribo, cherenga, añuje, sereque.  Its scientific name is Dasyprocta
punctata and it is of the family Dasyproctidae .

guato
In Bolivia it means shoe lace, agujeta.  In other South American countries it means rope, rope, cord.  In Central America
means twin, twin.  It is also called Guato or Guató, an indigenous people from Brazil, Paraguay and Bolivia.  Currently
they are only located on the banks of the Paraguay River and there are about 400 .  It is also so called the language
they speak.

guatomate
The Guatomate is a variety of green tomatoes produced in Puebla, Mexico.

guatona con mo
Here is incomplete, as they sought to ask what the Guatona with Mono. It is a song and a popular Chilean dance.
Guatona means bellied, ventruda, fat barrigona.

guatusa
It is the feminine of guatuso.  The maléku or guatuzo female.  In Colombia also known as agouti, agouti, neque, picure
or bus.  Its scientific name is agouti filiginosa.  It is a rodent of medium-sized meat much appreciated for its taste.  It
abounds in warm and temperate climates of Colombia and Ecuador.  It is in the Dasyproctidae family.

guatuza
The correct term is agouti. Also referred to as agouti, agouti, Neque, Picure or Guagua. Its scientific name is agouti
filiginosa. It is a rodent of medium-sized meat much appreciated for its taste. It abounds in warm and temperate climates
of Colombia and Ecuador. It is in the Dasyproctidae family.

guavina
The correct term is Guabina.  Colombia is one of the common names of a very voracious fish from fresh water.  It has
long and very sharp teeth.  Its scientific name is Hoplias malabaricus and belongs to the family Erythrinidae.  Receives
other names as Taraira, talaila, snaggletooth, denton, moncholo, tarango, tarucha, quicharo.  In Colombia, guabina is
also a dance, a song and a musical rhythm of the Andean area.

guaximole
It is one of the multiple names given to a Mexican dish that in essence is a thick stew made with seeds of guaje, tomato,
chile and pork (almost always rib).  It receives other names such as Huazmole, huasmole, huasmuli, huazmol, guazmil
and guasmuli.

guay
It is a term used mostly by young Spaniards.  It means very good, great, excellent, the best. 

guayaba



It is the fruit of the tree of guava or guayabo.  Its scientific name is Psidium guajava, belongs to the family Myrtaceae. 
There are roughly about 100 species.  It stands out as a fruit of much fragrance.  It is one of the fruits that contains more
vitamin C.  This fruit famous Velenos sandwiches are made in Colombia.

guayaba brasileña
It's another name for sour guava or feijoa.  It is a shrub that has an exquisite fruit.  Its scientific name is Acca sellowiana
or Feijoa sellowiana and belongs to the family Myrtaceae,

guayabas
Guava is a genus of plants which is technically known as Psidium.  They belong to the family Myrtaceae.  There are
about 100 different species originating in America.  It is very likely one of the most nutritious fruits that exists and is very
rich in vitamin C and carotene.  In Colombia it is very appetizing and is industrially used.  The scientific name for the
most common species is Psidium guajava.

guayabera
Shirt suitable for warm weather, It is long, loose, used outside the trousers and has several pockets.  We also call it
Yucatan. 

guayabero
Guayabero or guayabera is a type of wide shirt and skirts and short sleeves.  Usually with embroidery and pockets. 
They can also be called Yucatecan in Mexico.  They are used in hot climates.  In Colombia it is the name of a river and
an indigenous people of the Department of Guaviare, which are also known as cunimía, mitúa, mítiwa or jiw.  In Central
America it can mean liar, liar, mythomaniac. 

guayaberudo
It was the nickname of don Rafael Filion, official dancer of the Cibao Eagles or Águilas Cibaeñas (Dominican baseball
team).  Guayaberudo is a person who likes wearing guayaberas or shirts with pockets and out of the belt.  Happy person
who likes to flaunt.

guayabilla
Diminutive of guava, small guava.  It is the name of a South American shrub in the family Myrtaceae.   It is also known
as sundrop or Eugenia.  Her scientific name is Eugenia victoriana. 

guayabita
Common name of a spice native to Jamaica and other parts of the Caribbean.  It is produced in the Allspice or Sweet
Pepper plant.  It is also often called Chiapas Pepper or Tabasco Pepper in Mexico.  Its scientific name is Pimenta dioica
of the Myrtaceae family.  Diminutive of guava .  Also in Colombia it is a type of board game with dice and a somewhat
strong Cuban drink. 

guayabo
In Colombia is the name of the tree that produces the guavas.  It is the family Myrtaceae and its scientific name is
Psidium guajava.  It is also intense discomfort suffered by the drunks on the morrow of the verbeta.  Raw, drunkenness
and hangover.  In Colombia we also say guava to sadness, nostalgia, longing, melancholy, tusa, misfortune.

guayabos
Guava is plural of guayabo. Guayabo is a tree in the family Myrtaceae. guava common has the scientific name for



Psidium guajaba. There are about 100 species. The fruit is the guava. Sweets and snacks are made in Colombia. In
Colombia also we tell Guayabo hangover, the raw. To a loving desecpcion also you can say you guava or tusa.

guayacán
In Colombia is the name of a tropical music, especially salsa Orchestra.  It is directed by Alexis Lozano.  Also in
Colombia is the common name of several trees of fine woods, which belong to the genus Tabebuia (family
Bignoniaceae), Caesalpinia (family Fabaceae), Guaiacum (family Zygophyllaceae) and Porlieria (family
Zygophyllaceae).  It is the name of a neighborhood in the cities of Coquimbo (Chile) and La Ceiba (Puerto Rico).  It is
also a parish of Quevedo in Ecuador.

guayaco
It is the name of a substance used in tests to detect hidden blood in fecal matter.  It can be obtained naturally from the
tree called equally guayaco (scientific name Guaiacum officinale), which belongs to the family Zygophyllaceae.  It is also
a way to call those born in Guayaquil or in the province of Guayas in Ecuador.  Guayaquileño, guayasense. 

guayacol
In Organic Chemistry it is the name of a phenol derived from benzine.  It is also called guayol or pyroguayácic acid.  It
has medicinal uses.  It is used in tests to detect hidden blood in fecal matter.  It can be obtained naturally from the guava
tree (scientific name Guaiacum officinale), which belongs to the family Zygophyllaceae. 

guayaizote
It is a sweet prepared in Mexico with guavas (Psidium guajava in the family Myrtaceae) and flowers of an agave that is
called espadillo, Chinese Palm running Palm, izote, maji, baji, tambasi.  This plant has the scientific name of Yucca
filifera and belongs to the family Agavaceae.

guayalote
It is a very general form of Mexicans to name of acacia trees.  In Mexico trees of the genus Acacia and belonging to the
family Fabaceae.

guayar o guayando
Guayar means crying, lamenting, complaining, suffering.  Guayando is an inflection of that verb and means crying,
complaining, wailing (It is in Gerundio).  It also means grating or shredding with the grallo or grater. 

guayazo
In Colombia, beat given or wound caused a guayo or loot, shoes with heels or taches that you used to play soccer.

guayete
It means child, young, boy, Chinese.  The term is used in Spain ( 41 Canary Islands;

guayo
It is a type of footwear that has taches or dowels used to play football.  Loot.  Hang the guayo is dying.  Take stock of
guayo is to make suffer someone, renege on a promise or commitment.

guayoyo
In Venezuela means Brown, watery, red cafe, clarito coffee.  The opposite is cerrero, coffee coffee loaded, black coffee.



guayuco
It's the same as loincloth.  It is a garment worn by Indigenous Caribbeans and generally Americans to cover their
intimate parts.  it was made from plant fibers. 

guazalo
In Central America and especially in Honduras and El Salvador it is a way to call the Chucha or possum, a marsupial
and carnivorous mammal.  It is also called common tlacuache, raposa, tantrums, runcho, mutt.  Its scientific name is
Didelphis marsupialis and belongs to the family Didelphidae. 

guazanga
The correct term is guasanga. It means noise, bustle, noise, bullaranga by several people.

guazo
The correct term is guaso.  Out of peasant or rude.  It also means Joker, humorous.

guácalas
In Colombia it is an expression that denotes a lot of disgust, a lot of annoyance.  Usually caused by a strong bad smell
or a bitter taste of something.  Uff . 

guáimaro
In Colombia it is the name of a tree.  In Mexico they call it ramon and in Venezuela chara or charo .  Its scientific name is
Brosimum alicastrum and belongs to the family Moraceae.  In Colombia it is also called guáimaro or guaimarón to a
fairly large or burly person.  Some write with and ( guáymaro).

guámara
In Mexico they say guamaras or guamaras the fruit of a tree.  It's the Pithecellobium dulce in the Fabaceae family.  It is
also known with the names of henhouse pinzan, chiminango, gina, payande.  guamúchil.  In Venezuela they say
guamara to a small endemic rodent of Delta Amacuro, a State of the Middle East.  Its scientific name is Dasyprocta
guamara and belongs to the Dasyproctidae family.

guámbita
In my land Tolimense means girl, girl, waitress, pretty woman, maid, miss.

guámbito
In a term very typical of my Land Tolimense, which means boy or boy.  Infante, peeling, Chinese, gestopia.

guberciar
In the Dominican is send, master, head, impose orders, rule, govern, imposed.

gubia
It is an easy to use tool, it has rectangular section.  It is also called chisel, gouge or chisel.  Much used in joinery and
carpentry.

guchuva



It is the name of an edible fruit plant.  Its scientific name is Physalis peruviana and it belongs to the Solanaceae family. 
It is also known by other names such as: tomatillo, uchuva, ushum, aguaymanto, uvilla, chirto, capulí. 

gudariak
It is a word of the Basque language meaning soldiers or warriors (Plural de gudari), 

gudja
It is the name of a town on the island of Malta, lying south of Valletta.  It is also the name of one of the stars in the
constellation Serpent (Serpens). 

gudula
It is the name of a Saint of the Catholic Church.  Saint Gudula is the patron saint of Brussels.  She is also venerated by
the Orthodox Church.  He is also the patron saint of unmarried women.  It is a female name of Latin origin meaning God.
 Godiva, Gudulia, Gudelia, Gudula variants.

gue senifica profesante
It means performer, practitioner, who plays, occupies and cultivates something. Educator, who taught or indoctrinated.
believe, embrace or follow a religion or doctrine.

guebon
The appropriate term should be bony or guevón.  It means big testicles.  In Colombia it is a word of sory and an insult.  It
is used to appoint someone very dumb, who lets himself be offended by others without being undeterred.  Fucking,
stupid, cowardly, pusillanimous, apocalypte, loser.  In Chile it is a very used mulet.

guedã©&#40;haiti&#41;
Águeda © ( haiti ) It is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Águeda ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>The
correct term is Águeda.  It is the name of a Brazilian town in the State of Matto Grosso of the South near borders
Paraguay and Bolivia.

guedeja
it's another way of calling the lion's mane.  Vedeja . 

guel
Guel is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Guel" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is Guel. It is a
Spanish town in the municipality of Graus, in the Ribagorza, province of Huesca, Aragon.

guere guere
It is the common name of an insectivorous bird of long legs typical of the eastern plains of Colombia.  It is a Colombian
tropical song performed by El Cuarteto Imperial and by Roberto Torres ( Charanga Vallenata ) that talk about this bird. 
In Portuguese it means party, meeting, banal and little productive conversation.  Broken promises.

guereos
It is the name given to the originating in Guereo ( In fr. Guereo ou guerew ) It is a small coastal village in the South of
Senegal, famous for its cuisine.



guerra
It means armed conflict between countries, massive population groups or armies.  Breaking of the truce or the peace
agreement.  War confrontation.  Cry that calls to arms.  It is also a surname of Spanish origin. 

guerracivilismo
Movement of the Spanish right, heiress of the Franco regime, which promotes rejection of the descendants of the
victims of the civil war to demand justice, recognition, respect, dignity and memory to all who died in the genocide or any
type of event or  statement against the dictator Francisco Franco.

guerracivilista
Follower person of suggesting movement.  Heir to the Franco regime.  A person who tends to defend and perpetuate a
favorable image of the dictator Francisco Franco.

guerrera
Female warrior.  Woman or person who is very bellicose, martial, battler, hardened, latosa.  Militia woman.  Also in
Colombia we call a type of jacket that is used by the military and also by athletes who practice equestrians.  Rider's
jacket. 

guerrerista
It may mean Guerrero's follower.  It is also a way of calling a very belligerent person who loves war and supports
oppression of all kinds.  A person who supports military action against political opponents or guerrillas at all times. 

guerrillera
A guerrilla militant.  Subversive.  It's also a way to call a broad, long-sleeved shirt.  That it is relative or relative to the
guerrillas. 

gueta
It is the action of scavenging it, trying to get things to survive.  Gather humanitarian or religious purposes.  Collecting
chestnuts on lands that are not private (of the soil, of the street, the road).

guetabache
In Mexico are some corn tortillas containing hierbasanta (Piper auritum, of the Piperaceae family, also known as acuyo,
tlanepa, yerba santa, yerbasanta, alajan or momo).  They are wrapped in leaves of maize (Capacho).

gueto
Neighborhoods in which Jews were forced to live in Poland (Warsaw) and in Italy.  It is Castilianization of the term
ghetto.  It is used by extension to call a neighborhood depressed or discriminated, neighborhood of people of minority
groups or displaced persons. 

gueuze
It is a type of beer, manufactured in Belgium that has a slightly acid flavour, is produced through the fermentation of
cereal product.  Beer type lambic refermentadas in bottles of champagne for two years or more.

guevon
The correct term is gevón.  It's a word of vulgar use that in Colombia means stupid.   Asshole, idiot, brute, animal. 



guevonada
guevonada is incorrectly written, and should be written as Guevonada.  being its meaning:<br>It is a vulgar way to mean
rubbish, pendejada, unimportant thing.

guiba
Guiba or Djiba, is the name of a town and a Department of Burkina Faso.  The heirs of the Mossi Princes lived in this
place.

guido
It is a male name of German origin.  It means connoisseur of the roads.  In the United States it is a way of calling an
ordinary person of Italian origin.  Name of a Catholic saint of Belgian origin and known as Guido de Anderlecht. 

guignolet
Guinolet is pronounced.  Guignolet or better still Beaulort Guignolet Kirsch, is the name of a French liqueur made with
macerated cherries and is originating in Anjou, France.

guijarrosas
It means that pebbles or small stones abound.  Stony. 

guijo
It means small or small stone.  Stone used to make stuffed in buildings or civil works.  Cobblestone, gravel.

guijonés
Relative to Guijón, one of the four known rivers of Eden.  Concerning the second river mentioned in the second chapter
of the Holy Bible, in the Book of Genesis, which was also called Gion or Gihon.  It can also be a mistake by Gijonés,
which is the name of those born in Gijón, in Asturias (Spain). 

guijón
It is Bolivia is the name given to the fruit known in Colombia as badea or motorboat.  This is the Passiflora
quadrangularis, from the Passiphloraceae family.

guilalos
Plural of guilalo .  It is a type of cabotage and shallow draft vessel of Filipino origin. 

guilde
It is a word in the French language which means Union, Guild, congregation, brotherhood, Alliance Guild.

guileto
It means the one who collects the harvest, harvester.  It is also used as a gentile of those born in Mecerreyes a Spanish
people, from the Province of Burgos. 

guiliche
In Chile is the name given to the indigenous people of Llanquihue and Chiloé.  It is a word of Araucanian origin and
means people above.  It also said guilliche.



guilindrajo
Guilinfrajo or better still guilindajo means colgandejo, ornament hanging.  It also means banner or slope.  Old ornament
hanging.

guillabera
It is a long rod that ends in three prongs.  Used to reap benefits of a variety of cactus, also called coffees or guillabes.  It
is a word used in Chile.

guillao
It is the name of one of the new songs from Farruco.  The word in Puerto Rico, means vain, proud.  A person who likes
to boast of all and that tries to humiliate others.  Farolo, fantoche, believed, person who boasts much.

guille
It is a short for William, as well as Memo.  It is one of the characters in the comic strip Mafalda of Quino.  It is a baby
brother of Mafalda that soup, like so she calls it esquirol.  In Argentina is turning de guillar is improvising, figuring out
how to get a temporary or improvised solution.  In Puerto Rico is brag, boast.

guillermo
It is a name of Germanic origin male and means protected by his will.  Colombia is also a family name.

guilo
It is more indicated güilo .  It is a small carnivorous mammal of the family Procyonidae.  It is also known as cacomiztle or
cacomistle, cacomixtle, chicon, striped monkey, goyo and seven stripes.  Its scientific name is Bassariscus astutus .  In
the Nahuatl language cacomixtle means half lion or half feline.  It is omnivorous and nocturnal. 

guimbo
In Guadeloupe, an island in the West Indies is the name of an Association of artists participating in the Carnival in there
(Pointe-à-Pitre).  They are dancers and musicians from Carnival.

guinatán
It is a dish of filipino origin, which consists of a stew of fish, prepared in coconut milk.  It is consumed in the State of
Guerrero in Mexico.

guinda
It is an inflection of hang.  In Colombia, it means hang a hammock or watch surreptitiously. It cherry or cherry is the
lanyard or a hammock rope and the rope of the rigging of a ship.

guindarejo
Guindo.  Hook where hung the hammock or the dinghy.

guindaron
Action and effect of hang. In Colombia we have two well different meanings to hang. The first is to look or surreptitiously
see a person and especially a woman interiors or her nakedness while the victim becomes aware. The second, is used
mostly in the eastern plains and is used to mean hanging a small boat or a hammock to relax.



guindas
Plural of icing .  It's a guindar inflection.  In Colombia it means hanging a hammock or looking surreptitiously.  Guinda or
guindo is the mooring or rope of a hammock and the rope of the tree of a boat.

guindilla
It is one of the common names given in Spain to a small pepper, ingrown, elongated and pointed, with a very spicy
taste. 

guinea ecuatorial
Equatorial Guinea is the name of a Central African country.  Its capital is Malabo.  Spanish, French and Portuguese are
spoken in this country. 

guineo
In some parts they call banana banana ( Dominican, Honduras, Puerto Rico and Colombia 41 Atlantic coast; in others
banana is a class or shorter and stockier than the common banana variety, which also say popocho or COP ( 41
Colombia Center;.  They belong to the genus Musa and the family Musaceae. During the trafficking in slaves, they
mostly came from East Africa ( He associated with Guinea ) and by bringing banana stayed and kept the term, which
means that it comes from 40 Guinea; 41 Africa;.

guinjolero
It is another way of calling the jínjol tree or jujube.  Fruit of the jinjolero or jujube.  It is a type of exotic fruit that is also
known as red date or jujuba.  Itras ways of calling it is jujube or jínjol, zaozí, Chinese date or chichourle.  It is a medium
and thorny tree.  Its scientific name is Zizyphus jujuba and it belongs to the Rhamnaceae family.  The fruit is sweet and
with it jams are prepared. 

guiñadú
It is one of the common names of the plant endemic to Mexico Tridax coronopifolia of the family Asteraceae.  Other
common names such as: Pate, rabbit, specks of beach grass.

guiñapa
Woman who dresses in rags or tattered clothes.  Clothes or piece of cloth that are broken, dirty, and very worn. 

guiñapo
In Colombia, a guiñapo is a shred.  one Strip, a rag, a rag, a flap, a piece of torn fabric, tear, patch.  It also means
piltrafa, canalla, dejected, gradient, which is worthless, discredited, devalued.

guiñarla
Inflection of winking, which means squinting.  Colloquially die or die, die, stop living. 

guiño
In Colombia means approval, acceptance.   Gesture, sign, expression.

guiños
It's the plural of wink.  Winks are gestures that are made with the eyes.  It means signs, expressions, acceptances,
approvals, gestures.  Faces.



guió
It is tipping Guide, in the past tense. It has many meanings. Indicate, guide, lead, Encausar.Manejar, fly, fly, govern,
carry. Educate, train, train, guardianship, advise. Please, send, govern. On the other hand Guio, is an American
constrictor reptile oversized and aquatic habits.

guiras
The correct term is calabash.  Calabash is the plural of guira.  It is a musical percussion instrument, of the ideofonos
class.  Metal unlike the guiro is or bangano that is capacho, gourd or pumpkin.  Guira is the name that is le da in the
Dominican Republic. It is equal to that in Colombia we call plows or Guacharacas.

guiri
In the popular language of the Spanish it is a term used to refer to visitors, tourists or foreigners.  The terms choni or
chone are used in the Canary Islands.  In Colombia, the llaneros call a migratory duck guate y guiri or guiriri. 

guirra
In Salvador and Honduras it means smaller piglets in a litter, breeding or herd.  It is usually the last thing is born and if
you don't have special care, can die.  In Colombia we say sute.

guirre
In Zoology it is one of the common names of a scavenger bird.  It is also called Egyptian vulture, Egyptian vulture,
abanto.  Its scientific name is Neophron percnopterusy belongs to the family Accipitridae. 

guirrea
Fight pebbles or stony among gang members.  Pedrea. 

guirrio
It is the name of a pagan character, common in pre-Roman Celtic mythology of northern Spain.  It also receives other
names, such as : botarga , morrache , sidro , zamarrón or zamarraco . 

guisa
Inflection of stewing.  In Colombia, it means cooking, prepare the stew or condiments for foods, add the stew to
prepared foods.  Marinating, cooking, seasoning, Saute, braise, Cook.  In Colombia in a pejorative way, he cooked, it is
the woman who prepares food, maid service, Maid, Cook.

guisaro
It is one of the common names that give a shrub of the family Myrtaceae and edible fruits.  Its scientific name is Psidium
cattleianum.  It is also known by other names : arazá rojo , Peruvian guava, gísaro , guayabita , guayabilla .

guiso
In Colombia we say stew to two things that refer to cooking and culinary art.  First to a soup that contains many
vegetables and legumes, and that also has pieces of minced meat.  Stew, cooked, vianda.  It is also the stew, the
preparation of onion, garlic, oil and salt (and sometimes other ingredients), which is sautéed in a pan, in order to add
and flavor other meals. 

guisopo



It is the same as that in Colombia we call trapero or MOP.  Implement toilet which is used for cleaning floors.  It is also
the common name of a plant's scientific name Micromeria graeca of the Lamiaceae family.  also receives other common
names such as: swab, colicosa, Moorish tea, Pennyroyal's rods.

guisote
Stew, mixture of meals.  Poor quality food, jumble.  Messy mixture of various foods. 

guita
It means pay, money work product.  In Colombia we say monis, ticket, biyuyo, silver, coins, money.

guitarra
Plucked string musical instrument.  It is almost entirely of wood.  It consists of a box of resonance and a neck with six
strings.  The guitar also receives the name of Spanish classical guitar.  Colombia is a woman of good curves, well
curvilinear.

guitarrista
Person who professionally taps or plays the guitar.  Artist who performs music on a guitar. 

guitarroso
It means it looks like a guitar or it sounds like a guitar. 

guíiña
It is a word of Zapotec origin used in Mexico to call the chilies and the moles with chile.  Spicy, spicy.

gujararí
Name of an archaeological site in the State of Sonora in Mexico.  Name of a hill located in the State of Amazonas in
Venezuela. 

gujaratí
It means native of Gujarat, a region and province of northern India (State of Gujarat or Gujarat).  It is also the name of
the language they speak.  You can also use Gujarati.  Relating to that language or that Hindu state . 

gulabere
It is one of the common names in Mexico overlooking the Cordia dentata, which is a medicinal tree that belongs to the
Boraginaseae family.  In Colombia we say caujaro or uvita and Central America chachalaco, jiguilote, upay.  Its wood is
used.

gules
Petals incarnate red.  Plural of gul .  It is a word of Arabic origin and means flower, pink, flower petals or rose.

gulilla
In anatomy, is a bump that is in the end or rear part of the roof of the palate, at the entrance of the Gorge.



gullán
It is one of the names that is known to the banana Passionfruit, also called Tumbo, taxos or Passionfruit.  It is a climbing
plant.  Its scientific name is Passiflora tarminiana.  It belongs to the family Passifloraceae.  Its fruit is edible from
pre-Columbian times and pleasant taste. Gullan is the name of an Ecuadorian population in the province of Azuay.

guloso
It can mean that it looks like a petal, a flower, a rose or that it looks like a monster or a witch.   It is a word of Arabic
origin and derived from gul. 

gulunera
It means burrow, huronera, cave where some animal lived. 

gulungiava
gulungiava is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Guluguba" as meaning:<br>I think that the question is
Guluguba.  It is a town located in the Western Downs Region, Queensland, Australia.

gulupa
In Colombia it is one of the many fruits that we have (more than 500 ).  It is a fruit from a pasifloraceae plant.  Its
scientific name is Passiflora pinnatistipula of the family Passifloraceae.  It also receives other names in South America:
tintin in Peru , passion in Chile , purupuru in Ecuador .

gulusmear
It's gastronomic terms is smelling, smelling, tasting or tasting, something that is being cooked.  By extension, meddling
in the affairs of others.  Investigate.  Getting into other people's business. 

gulusmero
Person who eats a lot of sweets and treats.  He is also the person who does not keep at home and is forever enjoying
life away from home.  street. 

gumala
It is a Filipino origern word that means to travel, walk or go out to interact with other people or chat with friends.  It is also
the name of a star in the constellation Sagittarius.  In the Banjima language it means "all together" or "all united" and is
the name of an Australian foundation that is trustee of ancestral territories of Aboriginal Banjima. 

gumamela
It is the form as in the Philippines call the hibiscus, cayeno or San Joaquin.  It is an ornamental plant, also known as
poppy, bunch, cucarda, or papo.  Its scientific name is Hibiscus rosa-sinensis and is in the family Malvaceae.

gumarra
In Colombia and especially in the Department of Tolima, in colloquial way hen, piquisucia.

gumarras
Especially in the Department of Tolima in Colombia, it is a colloquial form of call to hens.  We also tell them piquisucias,
cocks, galliformes birds.



gun gun
Gun gun or Gungun, is a game of strategy and is inspired to launch projectiles worldwide shift.

gunar
It is a male name of Norwegian origin.  It means warrior, fighter.  Gunnar is also used.  One possible variant is Gonther . 
In Norse mythology he was the husband of one of the Valkyries (Brunilda or Brynhild)

gurami
It is a class of tropical fish widely used in aquariums.  It's also called gourami.  They are generally small and colorful fish.
 belong to the Osphronemidae family.

gurani
The Gurani Word does not exist in Spanish.  It is possible that there is a typing error in the word.  I see as possible
words asking: Gurania, Gurami or Guarani.  The word Gurania, is the name of a plant genus of the family
Cucurbitaceae.  Gurami or Gourami is one of the common names of a kind of fish used in aquariums and tropical
belonging to the gourami family.  Guaraní is the name of an indigenous people in Paraguay and a language.  Way to call
the Paraguayans.

gurapa
In Colombia it is another of our fruits of the family Cucurbitaceae.  It is very similar to gulupa and congolo.  In many
regions they are confused and also called cholupa.  The 3 are similar to granadilla or passion fruit, but smaller in size
and the gurapa matures in yellow or gold, the gulupa in purple and the congolo in yellowish green.  It is also a way to
call crows (the word is of Arabic origin) or a way to call a type of boat (guraba or gurab). 

gurbia
In Colombia means hunger, desire to eat, have appetite (or colloquially filo).  Also the name of a very sharp knife and
curve that can be used to harvest bananas (has long handle).  or also to cut the leather the saddlers and shoemakers
(has short handle).

gurgute
It is another common name given to the hoopoe in Aragon.  Its scientific name is Upupa epops and belongs to the family
Upupidae .  It also receives the names of papute , cucute , cucuta , cucuta and cuscute , It is a very common ava.

guri
It is a word used in Argentina and Uruguay means child, boy, boy, boy, boy.

gurisa
It is the feminine of guri.  In Argentina and Uruguay, means girl, girl, girl, girl, small.

gurises
Gurises, in Uruguay and Argentina, meaning kids, kids, kids, kids, small Chinese, pelaos, get.

gurí
In Paraguay, Uruguay and Argentina, meaning kids, kids, kids, kids, small Chinese, pelaos, get.  It is a term of Guaraní
origin.  In Colombia is apocopada and colloquial way of referring to the journalist Claudia Gurisatti.



gurmanes
They are people who enjoy and appreciate good delicacies.  People of refined or exquisite palate.  It is a word of French
origin and comes from the word gourmand.

gurre
In Colombia ugly woman.  In the Department of Tolima is a way to call the armadillo, jerrejerre, tatu or Armadillo.  Its
scientific name is Dasypus novemcinctus, belonging to the family Dasypodidae.

gurrero
In my Land tolimense, it is said gurre to armadillo or cachicamo.  It is also said in a pejorative way to an ungrateful
woman, an ugly woman.  It is called a gurrero who consumes the gurre and also the person who likes to relate to
ungrateful women.  Set of armadillos.

gurres
In Colombia plural of gurre .  You mean armadillo,.  Offensively, ugly women.

gurriato
Breeding of the sparrow (pigeon, gorrino), breeding of the pig (pig, marranito, chanchito).  It also means child, young,
inexperienced, novice.  It is used in Spain as a nickname or gentilicio in La Rioja for people born in several towns (Autol,
Viniegra de Abajo, Canales, Mansilla, Ventrosa, Villavelayo, Viniegra de Arriba, Valle de Ojacastro).  It is also used as
an insult with the meaning of fool, fool, asshole, naïve). 

gurries
gurries is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Gurres" as meaning:<br>I think that question is by Gurres. Gurres
in the plural of Gurre. In Colombia Gurre is a very derogatory term for a woman, it means very ugly. Apart from the
above, in Colombia it tells Gurre Armadillo ( Dasypus novencinctus ) It is a mammal that is characteristic to have a
protective plate or shell. It has many names according to the country. In Colombia as well as Gurre or Armadillo, are told
armadillos, tattoos, Jerre jerre, hairy or Cachicamos. In the Rio de la Plata told Mulitas, Cusucos Central America and
Mexico Toches.

gurrina
It means male sexual organ, especially when referring to that of a baby or a small child.  Pipe, urethra.  small penis . 

gurrufalla
It means so much, that it is waste, surplus, that does or can be used, has no value, useless.  Damaged, gone,
deteriorated.  If you refer to fruits or food: rotten.

gurrumino
It means cowardly, fearful, fearful.

gurullo
It means clot, lump, burujo .  It also means mess, disorder, entanglement, muddle, confusion, chaos.  Things piled up in
disorder.  It can also mean, quid, core, relevant or essential point of a topic. 

gurumaca



It is one of the common names of a herbaceous and prickly plant.  It is also called openeye, balomaca, cat, gatilla, ass
comb, miarcas, cat's claw, stops oxen, shin, ploughing.  Its scientific name is Ononis spinosa and belongs to the
fabaceae family.

gurupa
In Colombia is synonymous with rump, anca, flank of an animal.  Hip, thigh, muscle that covers the bone ileum or ilion,
lomo.  It is actually a gallicism which comes from the word "croupe".  The harness or tie the rump or gurupá, in Colombia
we say gurupera.

gurupí
It is a character that instigates (incites or stings) the attendees to a auction or auction to raise the value of the topped
product.  Never buy but act according to those who perform the auction and earn tips by achieving good prices.  The
word has French origin (croupier).  In Colombia it is used engurupir or engrupir to mean lying, deceiving, defrauding or
scamming.  False bidder .  It may be considered synonymous with gratuity, bribery or gratification in some parts.  It is
the name of a river in northern Brazil.  It forms the border between the States of Pará and Maranhao.  It is also the name
of two cities in Brazil (States of Pará and Tocantins).  In these cases, the meaning is pure diamond, in Tupi-Guarani
language where guru is diamond and pure pi, precious. 

gus
He is a character from the GRinga television series Breaking Bad.  Its full name is Gus Fring .  Gustavo's apocope, for
which Tavo is also used.

gusanillo
It is a diminutive of worm.  In Colombia is used as a synonym for restlessness, discomfort, remorse, concern.  Type of
tissue with very thin threads, similar to the chain.  Gold or silver filigree to make ornaments.  Disgusting.

gusano
It is the generic name given to insect larvae or caterpillars.  Animal invertebrate, elongated, soft and small, which usually
lacks legs or if it possesses them are tiny.  In Computing it is a Malware that multiplies to affect other computers.  Also in
politics it is a way of calling in Cuba the anti-Castro. 

gusano chuvii
It is a larva of an insect of the order lepidóptera (butterflies), whose main host is the jonote tree.  In Mexico usually
marinate it with lemon and chilies and then FRY them.  They eat tortillas.

gusano ticoco
In Colombia we say Chiza or grubs, are a few larvae of Coleoptera ( 41 dung; they prepare and eat fried.  They are a
good source of nutrients.  They are desired in Mexico and Colombia, ( Amazon ).  The most frequent belong to the
species Ancognatha scarabaeoides.

guseosa
guseosa is incorrectly written, and should be written as soda being its meaning:<br>Guseosa is the name used by a
user in social networks.  I think that they sought to ask for soda.  It is the popular form used in Colombia to name a soda
or bottled sweet soda.  Carbonated and bottled soda.

gusfraba



Lullaby in the Eskimo language. Soporific for babies.

gustazos
Augmentative and plural of taste.  Exaggerated taste, pleasure, joy or satisfaction.  Acts or privileges that cause great
pleasure or maximum comfort.

gusto
Taste that things have.  sense that allows us to taste or savor food.  Style, elegance.  satisfaction , Surname of French
footballer who plays as a defender for Chelsea in England.  His full name is Bad Taste and he is 20 years old.  Delight,
pleasure, pleasure, will, win. 

gustosa
In Colombia, tasty, delicious.  very good flavor.

gutemberga-
It means dedicated to Gutemberg, in honor of Gutemberg.  It is the name of an asteroid (777) that was dedicated to
Johannes Gutenberg, the inventor of the modern printing press.  

gutífera
In botany it is a type of plant that produces gum or resin.  That produces rubber or resin.  It has milky sap.  They belong
to the genus Gutifera and the family Guttiferae.  They are also referred to by botanists as Clusiaseae (Clusiaseae). 

gutural
Articulated sound at the back of the oral cavity.  It occurs in the throat.  It occurs to join the tongue with the back of the
palate.  It demands effort in the throat.

guturales
Without the voices, noises or grunting noises emitted with the throat.  It is the form of forced pronunciation of some
languages such as German, hollow voice, hoarse voice, voice from beyond the grave.  Is also a form of singing used by
bands of heavy metal (heavy metal), which is also known as death growl (death grunt)

guyaratí
It means originating from Gujarat, a region of India.  Gujarat is the name of the westernmost state of India, whose capital
is Gandhinagar.  It can refer to the person from that region or also to the dialect spoken there.  Gujarat is the most
developed and most industrialized region of India. 

guzaza
I think that they asking Guaza. If so, is a town of Arona and the name of a mountain on Tenerife, Canary Islands,
Espana.existe that the question is also for banter; It is a typical percussion instrument in the South Pacific in Colombia,
made in a tube of bamboo and seeds, similar to a rattle.

guzheng
In Music, it is the name of a stringed musical instrument originating in China and much like a zither.



guzpatatero
It means that it makes holes or gaps in the walls, type of thief that timed or breaks walls (it makes gaps, holes or holes)
to carry out its misdeeds.  Person who makes Guztáparos.

gúasa
The correct term is guasa.  You mean sarcasm, joke, joke, joke, cuchufleta, mockery, chatter.

gúgol
Pronunciation and miswriting of the word Google, which is a web search engine.

gúirirí
It is also called g'iri, yaguazo , sirirí or duck careto .  It is a kind of small and migratory duck, named after in the Llanos of
Colombia.  Its scientific name is Dendrocygna viduata and belongs to the family Anatidae .

güache
The correct term is guache, without dierisis.  Vulgar person or acting rude and ordinary.  Muttley, tie up.  Type of watery
paint.  Paint of shades clarified by dilution in water, diluted paint in water.  Tempera, watercolor.  In Colombia it is also
one of the common names of an animal, which is known by other names such as: Nasua, coatí, cusumbo, cusumbosolo,
cuchucho, cats alone, mipalo, pizote or misha.  Its scientific name is Nasua nasua.  It belongs to the family Procyonidae.

güelentina
In the language of Colombian peasant people means intense smell, aroma, fragrance, stento.

güera
In Mexico it is a white person or woman with blond hair.  Mona , catira , blonde . 

güero
In Mexico he is a white person with blond hair.  Monkey, catire, blond. 

güey
In Mexico, partner, friend, very close person, person who accompanies us and helps permanently.  It is a degeneration
or deformation of the word ox.

güica
Guica or Wicca, is the name of a pagan religion based on witchcraft.  Began it in England Gerald Gardner and Doreen
Valiente

güichi
It means Tavern, distillery, place where they sell only liquor.  Originally it meant reduced with water, watery whiskey
whisky.  Used much in Cadiz, Spain.

güija
It is a wooden board that has alphabet and numbers with which you can presumably establish contact with spirits that do



not belong to the earthly plane.  The term ouija can also be used in the same sense. 

güili
In language Cayambi mean tadpole.  Deformation of the name Willy.  Guilli is the name of a settlement of Medellín
(laurels), where they sell arepas.  It is also the name of an Ecuadorian legend, which is known by other names: Huina
Guilli, Unaguilla, Unaguille, or Huiñi Huilli.  He is a horror in the form of child who scares cheats and gamblers.

güilliche
It is a word of Mapuche (is the same williche or huilliche) origin.  It means "people of the South".  It is a term used in
Chile to refer to indigenous people originating in the regions of Los Lagos and Los Ríos.

güilo
It is a small carnivorous mammal of the family Procyonidae.  It is also known as cacomiztle or cacomistle, cacomixtle,
chicón, mico rayado, goyo, huilo and siete rayas.  Its scientific name is Bassariscus astutus .  In the Nahuatl language
cacomixtle means half lion or half feline.  It is omnivorous and nocturnal. 

güina
It is a carnivorous mammal, nocturnal habits.  It is very similar to the marteja or weasel.  It is the family Mustelidae and is
very fierce.  Your skin is very appreciated by the softness of the fur.  Its scientific name is (Tuesday foina), is found in
Europe and Central Asia.  Marteja, marten, weasel, marta.

güino
In Venezuela it means small dog, puppy, puppy.  Child, stupid, annoying, insufferable boy.

güipa
Especially in the Department of Tolima in Colombia, it means Chinese, small, child, pelao, guambito, little boy.

güipa niño
In Colombia they are two synonyms of guámbito, Chinese or pelao.

güirigüiri
guiriguiri is incorrectly written and should be written as "Guiri guiri" being its meaning:<br>It is the stage name of a
Mexican comedian called Andrés García Bustamante Knight. It has TV and embodies many facets of everyday life. Only
foreigner means fuereño, outside, alien. In Colombia, especially in the Plains to the fuerno or strange told Guatemalan.

güiro
In Colombia is a musical instrument resembling the bark or the oak, made a pumpkin.  For a Cuban means head, testa.

güirro
Smaller breeds and born of last in a litter of pigs.  Sute.  It also means child.  Coarse, crude, ordinary person.  Guirre, is
another of the common names of the European Black Vulture, also called abanto.

gülenista
Name that receives a member of the Golen, which is an Islamic terrorist group from Turkey.  It is thus named after its



leader is cleric Fethullah Golen.  By the Turkish community in general they are called Cemaat, which means community
or assembly and by themselves call themselves Hizmet, which means service. 

gyal
It is a Caribbean ( English-speaking ) say girl, young girl, stands " girl, female or lady ".

gyiophis
It means Gyi snakes, dedicated to Ko Ko Gyi a Burmese herpetologist.  It is the name of a genus of snakes found only in
Burma, in a small sector at the mouth of the Irawadi River.

gyldénia
It means dedicated to Hugo Gyldén, in honor of Hugo Gyldén, a Swedish astronomer.  It is the name of an asteroid
(806), which was initially named 1915 WX and 1950 LT by astronomers. 

gymkana
It is the name given to a series of competitions that are held in group and outdoors.  It consists of several tests of
various kinds and is strictly competed by teams.  You can also use the term yinkana or yincana . 

gymnodactylus
It means bare fingers.  It is the name of a genus of geckos, of nocturnal habits.  They belong to the family
Phyllodactylidae .  They are called Brazilian or Brazilian geckos.

gyosa
It's kind of a Japanese dumpling.  They are very similar to ravioli.  They are also known in China as jiaozi.  Another
name they get is mandu.  They are usually stuffed with minced meat or vegetables. 

gyphy
gyphy is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Giphy" as meaning:<br>The correct term is Giphy. It is an online
database and a search engine that allows users to search and share animated GIF files. It was created by Alex Chung
in 2013.

gypsophila
Etymologically it means plaster-like gypsum, plaster friends.  It is the name of a genus of plants that belongs to the
family Caryophyllaceae.

gyptis
In botany it is the name of a genus of plants in the family Asteraceae.  It was the name of a Celtic Princess.  It is the
name of an asteroid (444). 

ha tornado
It is an inflection of turn. It means return, return, return, return, return, move, change, transform, seam, reconfigured.

haba
In Spain it is a way of calling the bean or bean.  It is a plant of the Fabaceae family and has the scientific name



Phaseolus vulgaris.  In America we call bea to a similar species, also of the Fabaceae family, but of very large grains. 
Her scientific name is Vicia faba. 

habalanza echa por interes
habalanza check for interest is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Praise made by interest." being its
meaning:<br>The correct term is praise by interest.  It is the definition of adulation.  Loa, praise.

habanero
It means native, resident, or related to Havana (Cuba).  Habanero is the adjective of the born in the Cuban capital.  Lot
of cigars (cigars, cigarettes, tobacco).

habano
In Colombia is Bogotá call banana (fruit).  Also means tobacco, chicote.  Havana, Havana, born, resident or associated
with Havana, and Cuban extension.

habarraz
It is one of the common names of a toxic plant.  It is also known as staphysagria, albarraz, parrín, parrón, pituitary or
matapiojos.  Its scientific name is Delphinium staphisagria and it belongs to the Family Ranunculaceae.  All parts of the
plant are toxic, but especially its seeds. 

habedes
It is a term used in Mexico that means sometimes, sometimes, from time to time.  In Latin you mean you did.  In ancient
times it was said habedes fede, to indicate what you did, what you finished.

habelitado
The correct term is enabled.  It is an inflection of enable.  Means authorize, license, train, certify, train, adapt, have,
provide, train, empower.

habemus
It is a Latin word that means we have , we obtained , we got , we achieved .  It is popularized among all of us because
the expression "Habemus Papam" is pronounced when a conclave succeeds in appointing a new pope.  The full text of
the locution is "Annuntio Vobis Gaudium Magnum Habemus Papam" , which means: "I announce you with joy: We have
Pope" . 

habian
had is incorrectly written and should be written as "Had" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is had.  It is a turning
point there.  Means to own, have, hold, enjoy, dispose, exploit, occur, happen.

habicholón
Augmentative of beans .  Colloquially w gigantón, very big and strong man.  Sturdy. 

habichuela
Diminutive and derogatory bea.  In Europe it is another of the common names of the bean, frisol.  bean, bean, bean or
bean.  Its scientific name is Phaseolus vulgaris of the Fabaceae family.  It is clarified that in America it is called bean and
bean to similar plants, but of scientific name Vicia faba (bean) and Phaseolus vulgaris, Variety vulgaris (bean).  Usually



their grains are white and are consumed green.  In the case of the bean is consumed with the pod. 

habichuelas
Plural of bean.  Bee derogatory.  It is one of the names given to an edible green legume.  It is also called ayocote,
ayecote, ejote or Jewish.  Its scientific name is Phaseolus coccineus.  In some parts they also tell beans, chauchas or
beans to beans ( Phaseolus vulgaris).  Both plants are from the Fabaseae family. 

habiendose
When is incorrectly written and should be written as "having ( With tilde )"being its meaning:<br>It is a turning point
there. Used as an auxiliary verb.

habilidosa
It can also mean cheating, ladin, taimada.

habilidoso
It means he's very skilful.  It means cunning, crafty, cheating, shrewd, right-handed, skilled, competent, showered,
ladino.

habitante
Person or animal that lives in a way regular in a place.  Inhabitant, resident, settler, neighbor, citizen, native, paisano.

habitáculo
It is a space or enclosure closed and very small size.  It is a disparaging room.  Space or small and closed enclosure in
a vehicle.  Clique.  Room or bedroom dirty and messy.  Tabuco, hovel.

habito
It is an inflection of inhabiting.  It means live, live, reside, dwell, to stay.

habla disartica
The correct term is dysarctic or simply dysartria.  It is an alteration by articulating words, mostly caused by injuries to the
central nervous system.

habla pura mierda
Talk about straw cast cart, talk trash, talk talk, speaking macumba, tell boludeses, talk about poop, liar, all mean the
same " pure speaking shit ". All are in common use in Colombia.

hablada
IEs an inflection of talk.   It means to say, express, express, declare.  It means knowing, wise, educated person in
Colombia.  It can also mean arrogance, boastfulness, swagger, vanity or gossip, indiscretion, talk, false rumor, lie.

habladora
That talks a lot.  Chatterbox, gossip, gossip.  Who doesn't know how to keep secrets. 



hablar en plata
speaking in silver is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Speaking in silver white" being its meaning:<br>In
Colombia the entire phrase is " speaking in silver white ". It means leaving all things very clear. Delete all sorts of
doubts.

hablar paja
In Colombia it is the same as "throw cart".  It means talking too much, usually lies and fanciful things. 

hablar pestes
In Colombia denigrate, defame, discredit, discredit, criticize.

hablar por a hablar
Talk talk is to issue opinions or comments without knowledge of the facts, without brackets. The name of a radio
program in Colombia of Patricia Pardo, dealing with very serious issues but with great simplicity.

hablar por ablar
talk by ablar is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Talk alone." being its meaning:<br>Talk talk is a phrase
that means to speak rudely, inadvertently, without analyzing what is being said.

hablar por demas
Talk by others means talking too much, talk more than necessary.  In Colombia as well as " " talk about more than the
account We say " take cart " " talk about straw " speaking macumba ".  All references very Colombian, want to say that
there is much talk, but the spoken content is very low.  Macumbero, pajudo, carretudo, talkative, charlatan.

hablar por las señas
Talk by signs, is the language which the deaf people use to communicate.  Hands and mouth gestures are used. 
language of sign language for the deaf.

hablar por señas
It is the same as the language of hands. It is the language used by the deaf. Language or communication by signs.

hable
It is an inflection of talk.  It means talk, discuss, denounce, say, explain, expose, express, chat, arrange, confess,
disclose.

habón
Bean augmentative.  It is one of the common names given in Peru to the white alluvium.  It is also known as garrofón,
pallar, Lima bean, Lima bean, poroto pallar or guaracaro.  Its scientific name is Phaseolus lunatus and it belongs to the
Fabaceae family. 

hace un rato
It is a very Colombian locution.  It means little time has elapsed since an event occurred.  It usually refers to less than an
hour.



hacedor
A person who does or executes something.  Performer.  God, according to the deists, according to whom, God did
absolutely everything. 

hacer calceta
In Colombia, cover with a bandage, usually dried banana stem, a sprain.  Bandage, bandage, mooring.  Diminutive and
derogatory fit.  Name of a sidewalk in Yopal, casanare, Colombia .

hacer chichí
In Colombia it means urination, drain, pee, pee, pee.  Drain the urine.

hacer diana
It means hit the target.  atinar, right, paste in the exact point, atinar in the Center.  Give a sign, notice, make a call,
announce.

hacer el agosto
It is a phrase widely used in Colombia. It means benefit from notorious manner of circumstances. Make very good use of
a season. Achieving great economic benefits. Sell abundantly. Referred to this taking into account that August is
perhaps the month with more pleasant climate throughout the country and coincides with holidays.

hacer el amor
It is a common way of referring to sexual intercourse.  Coitus, intercourse.  Physical sex.  It should be responsible for
sex with feelings of great affection.

hacer guaguis
In Mexico, it means having sex and especially if it is oral sex.

hacer la cimarra
It means to catch class, deliberately missing class with several of the classmates to go to have fun. 

hacer maletas
In Colombia, get ready to travel.  Get ready to emigrate. 

hacer manitas una pareja
It stands for handling.  Manipulate, thumb, tempt, touch, caress, rub, touch, grab, fiddling with.

hacer memoria
It means remembering.  Bring to mind memories of events that have occurred in the past.  Use the retentive, ability to
remember, remember, evoke, remember.

hacer papilla
In sport it is to defeat in a bulging or forceful way.  Demolish, grind.  Colloquially it is macerated, smashed, crushed,
kneaded.  Back puree.  Soften to blow.



hacer pipí
In Colombia it means urinating, pissing.   Drain.

hacer pis
In colloquial and childish language it means urinating.  Pee, make Chichí, pee.

hacer relajo
In Colombia it is arming disorder.  Guachafita, Rochelle, batahola, hubbub, riot, turmoil, indiscipline, crying, laxity,
disinterest, idleness, neglect.  hustle and bustle.  Demonstration of freedom, laxity and bustle expressed by people who
can be found.  Lack of control moderate and cheerful.

hacer teatro
In Colombia it means cheating, pretending, pretending, pretending, acting with hypocrisy.

hacer un caño
In Colombia make a spout is dribble to the adversary in football, passing the ball between the legs.  We also say tunnel,
cuca, cookie.

hacer un faenon
The correct term is faenon, with tilde.  It is an augmentative of slaughter.  It's a bullfighting term that refers to a super
run.  He is usually granted to the matador two ears, tail and back into the ring.  Faenon is also an afternoon of great runs
of different matadors.

hacer vaca
In Colombia it is the same as raising money between everyone with a specific purpose, collecting.  Collect, accumulate,
gather.

hacerse pis
In Colombia it is colloquially wetting, Pee are, make chichi and usually in the clothes (especially in the case of children)
and in older people with incontinence.  Prudent way of referring that he urinated.

hacerse un levante
Fleeting victory in the battle of love. Conquest of a Lady which was addressed informally at a party or in unexpected
situations, where they met for the first time. It is usually a very fleeting, unimportant or momentary relationship.

haces
You do is a turning point to make. Second person singular in present time to do. Means run, Act, create, produce,
originate, produce, earn, achieve and approximately fifteen synonyms.

hacha
In Colombia axe is a tool that is used to clear manually 40 trees; no chainsaw ) and that is also used for cutting or
splitting firewood.  The axe has a wooden Cape and also a thick steel-edged plate.  The lumberjack tool.  The axe is
also a tool used by firefighters.  Sailing very large and thick.



hache
It means luck, which do well in Cuba.

hachero
A person who cuts trees or firewood with an axe.  Lumberjack.

hacho
It is a bundle of esparto or straw that is lit is used as a thea.  It is also the name of a Mount in Ceuta.   Elevated place on
a coast and serving as a atalaya.

haciase
haciase is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Haciase" as meaning:<br>The correct term is haciase ( With
tilde ).  It is an inflection of do or become.  It means execute an action or pretend to do it.

hackathón
Among hackers is a meeting of programmers whose objective is the collaborative development of software ( Informatics
).  Hacker Marathon .

hackatón
Gathering hackers or computer experts. 

hacker
It is the same as Web criminal.  Person that it uses its expertise in computer science to commit illicit.

hadad
Hadad is incorrectly written and it should be written as Hadad (proper name).  being its meaning: the correct term is
Hadad (is his own name).  In Colombia is the surname of a famous Colombian tennis player, called Mauricio Hadad.  In
Assyrian mythology Hadad or better yet Haddad was the God of Thunder and rain.

hadiz
Name of each of the "stories" of the Prophet Muhammad.  Any word or sentence attributed to Muhammad.

hado
Divinity or force that manages the life or destiny.  Destination, but, chance, fortune, luck, ventura.

hadro
In Central America is a stable of horses (horses, asses, mares).  Stable.  It is also a surname in the United States.  Last
name of an EWTN Channel Presenter, named Catherine Hadro.

hadrocodium
It means head ( codium ) large or long ( hadros ).  It was the name of one of the first mammals that existed (Early
Jurassic).  He looked like a very long-headed rat.



haemodracon
It is the name of a genus of reptiles ( lizards) belonging to the family Phyllodactylidae (Before they were classified in the
family Gekkonidae).  The word means blood dragon.  They are only found in the Socotra Islands of Yemen.

hafefobia
It is the exaggerated fear of being touched or having friction or contact with something that is presumed contaminated or
infected. 

hafgufa
It means ocean steam.  It is a huge sea monster of Norse mythology.  It is also known by the names havguva ,
havgumsen , havstramben .  It is very popular in Iceland and Norway.

hagamonos pasito
Let's get rid of the tilde.  In Colombia it is a colloquial expression that invites conciliation or peace.  It means "let's not
attack each other", "don't attack me and neither will I."  It may also sound like a "don't provoke me" threat or "treat me
carefully."

hagib
He was an honorary office in the Palace of a Caliph.  It amounted to Chamberlain, Chamberlain, Chief of Protocol,
Secretary of the Caliph or "Palace Manager".  It amounted to a Butler.  He was the person who approved Palace
entering and accompanied them and presented before the Caliph or sultan. accompanied, in Arabic, literally means lid,
which covers or which prevents.

hagiografias
It is the plural of hagiography.  Hagiography is a written composition that narrates the life of a saint.  Biography or story
of a saint.  By extension, a biographical narrative where praise abounds.  Exemplary lives.

hagiología
It is the science that studies the sacred or the holy. 

hagiomanía
It is excessive devotion to the saints and trying to imitate them, which goes to the extreme of inflicting physical pain on
oneself by pretending to purify.  Desire to martyr oneself. 

haim
It is a male name of Hebrew origin.  It means life and is considered the feminine of Eve.  Haim is also an Arabic
surname.  In Los Angeles there is a musical band called Haim and it consists of three sister vocalists, named Alana,
Danielle and Este Haim.  Variant : Hayim .

haintza
I think that they refer to Aintza. It is a woman's name and means glory in Basque.

haipá
It is a Chinese language word that means fear, fear, terror.  It's the transliteration of a character that I can't reproduce for
this dictionary. 



haitiano
It means that he is a native of Haiti, a Caribbean country. 

haití
It is a word of Arahuaco origin (Caribbean), which means "land of mountains", "mountainous region".  It is the name of a
Caribbean country, which constitutes the western territorial third of the Spanish Island.  It borders the Dominican
Republic and its capital is Port-au-Prince.  On its territory is spoken French.

halal
It is a term of the Arabic language, meaning lawful, permitted, authorized. 

halar
It means pull, drag, attract, pick, pull.  In some parts of the Caribbean and Colombia means to leave, to leave, to walk
away, to travel, to leave, to retire. 

halava
It is a dessert for vegetarians that has dried semolina, sugar, water, zest of Orange, cinnamon, and shortening.

halawe
Halawe or Halva is a word of Arabic origin which means sweet.  Also says Halava, halwa, halvah, halavah, Elva halava.
All these words refer to the sweet that is made from semolina and sweeten with honey or sugar.

halcones
It is the name of an amateur football team from the city of Ibagué.  Hawk Plural .  Birds of prey belonging to the genus
Falco and the family Falconidae .  They are also often called kestrels or alcotans.  In Argentina, Buenos Aires Policemen
who belong to the Special Forces.

halconismo
It's a way of calling falconry.  Activity that is carried out with birds of prey.  It is also a way of calling the military
superpowers repetitive action of invading and acting warily in countries that are considered dangerous or vulnerable. 
Movement promoting military action against the left . 

halieutica
halieutica is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Fishing" being its meaning:<br>It is the same as the art of
fishing, fisheries science. Fishing scientist or Tecnificada.

halimiphyllum
It means that it has leaves resembling the of halimon (also known as Cistus, mirasol and white thyme plant). 
Halimiphyllum is a genus of plants in the family Zygophyllaceae.

halimium
In Botany it is the name of a genus of plants in the family Cistaceae.  They are known as jaguarzo, jara, orgaza or
salgada.  There are 12 species.  They are herbaceous, ornamental and usually yellow-flowered. 



hallaca
It is a cake wrapped in leaves that contains corn and chicken or pork.  It is very similar to the Tamale.  It is typical in
many parts of Colombia and Venezuela.  Hayaca can also be said.

hallulla
A type of small bread that is roasted in the ember or between hot stones. 

halo-
Halo, is a Greek prefix meaning salt, brackish.  As noun, halo means glare or glow that contrasts.  It is the same Crown,
ring, Nimbus, aura, surrounding that.

haloclastia
In Geology it is the breakage of rocks caused by the enlargement or growth of salt crystals.  It is a process of
mechanical fragmentation of rocks. 

halodio
The correct term is alodio, without h.  It means inheritance.  legacy, good that is passed between the members of a
family group.  It can also mean land that is not subject to stately rights.  Vacant land.

haloque
Type of small boat that was used in ancient times in coastal areas. 

haloques
Plural of haloque .  Type of small boat mque was used in ancient times, especially in coastal areas. 

halófilo
It is an organism that tolerates salt or living in saline environments or Marsh.  In the case of plants is also used the term
Halophyte.

halófita
Etymologically they are salt plants. They are plants adapted to nourish of brackish water. They are very important
ecologically because of the almost 500,000 species of plants that exist in the world only a few 2500 feed on salt water.
They live in marshes or mangrove ecosystems. It is believed that they can to become one of the major solutions to
climate change. The mangrove is an example.

halógeno
It means that it generates or originates salts.  Salt formator.  In Chemistry is the name of a group of elements consisting
of Fluoride ( F ), Chlorine ( Cl ), Bromine ( Br ), Iodine ( I ), Astat ( At ) and Teneso ( Ts ).  It also means white light. 

halteres
In Biology and especially in Entomology it is the name of a type of modified wings of some insects, especially of the
Order Diptera (mosquitoes and mosquitoes).  They are also called halteres.  They are small club-shaped structures
(claviformes).  Type of weights used for exercise. 



halterios
They are a pair of modified wings which are insects. They have form of Mace or hammer, joined to the body by the
Cape, they will serve as counterweight to gyroscopic reverse the movement of the wings, making staying the course no
alterations.

halvah
It's an Arabic-language word that means sweet candy.  It is very popular in India and Pakistan.

halwa
Halwa, halva, halwah, is a word of Arabic origin meaning sweet.  They are called with this name several Arab sweets
made with semolina.  There are sweets made with paste tahini.

hama
In Arabic language means important .  It is the name of a teaching material consisting of colored beads of various
shapes and sizes.  It brings multiple templates, to make figures.  It is very useful for children under three years of age,
but you run the risk of ingesting tokens if you are not careful.

hamacuda
It means it's shaped like a hammock or a crescent.  Concavoconvexa, arched, curved.

hambrearse
In Colombia it means enduring hunger, wait a reasonable time after eating with more wishes.  Colloquially it is to feel
eager (tempt yourself) to acquire something.  Crave, want, aspire, aspire, tempt yourself.

hambruno
It means relative or related to hunger.  It's an adjective.  That lacks enough food to feed people.

hamburga
It is the name of an asteroid that was dedicated to the German city of Hamburg (449).  In some parts it is also another
way of calling the hamburger. 

hamburger
It's an English term for hamburger.  It is a fast food consisting of a bread divided in half, in which a ground steak is
placed. 

hamburgo
It is a city and port of Germany.

hamema
It is the name of an Algerian town.  It is located in the Wilaya region of Chlef Province. 

hamletiana
It means relative to Hamlet, related to Hamlet.  It is used to designate your own questioning, doubt, disjunctive. 
Dilemma.  Situation in which there are two options and one of them must be chosen. 



hammam
It is a word of Arab origin and means public bath building. 

hammonia
In biology it is a genus of microorganisms that develop in mud and sediments.  They belong to the family Rotaliidae.  It is
also a form of personification of the German city of Hamburg.  An asteroid is named after the city of Hamburg. 

hammurabi
It can refer to the code (laws) or the king who ruled in Mesopotamia.

hamor
In Hebrew it means donkey or colt.  Name of a Prince Heveus of Shechem, enunciated in the Holy Bible.  He lived in the
time of the Patriarchs.  Father of Siquén . 

hampa
It means marginal group acting against the law.  Group of people who come together to commit crimes.  Crime, chuzma,
mob, morralla.  Set of hamburgers or criminals.

hampesco
It means related to the underworld, the mafia or the thugs. 

hamponil
It means that you are related, belong or functions as the underworld.  Crime.

hampón
In Colombia it means criminal, person who belongs to the underworld.  Scoundrel, rascal, evildoer, eviler, outlaw.

hamster
The correct term is hamster, with tilde.  They are small rodents of the cricetidae family.  They are widely used as pets
and have the appearance of a slightly plump mouse.  The word is of German origin.

hamulo
It is a word of Latin origin (it comes from hamus meaning hook).  Hamulus is a diminutive ebn Latin hamus, which
means ganchito or small grancho. 

handbook
It is an English language word meaning Manual (literally handbook).  User Guide .  It is an internal technical
communication document intended to assist persons using a particular system. 

handy
It is a generalized way of calling radiocommunication devices, which are carried in the hand.  The term is from the
English language and means manual, comfortable or practical.  Which is carried in the hand. 



hanega
It is an agricultural measure of area used in Aragon.  It is also called Fanega.  It is equivalent to 1200 square rods or
715. 18 square meters .  It is usually divided into 3 quarters. 

hanega de trigo
It is the same as a bushel of wheat.  It is a measure of capacity that equals 12 bushels or 55 litres (although vary from
one site to another).  Amount of wheat are sown in a fanegada (equals 6400 square meters).

hanga
Name of a Chilean locality of the Easter Island Province, also called Hanga de Roa, which means in Rapanui Language
Bahía Larga.  Name of a town in Angola, in Bengo Province. 

hangar
In Colombia site covered for the parking lot or repair of an aircraft.

hangarar
It is the name of a platform (the first) of Brazil, in the field of Aeronautical Services. 

hansa
HANSA is the largest school in the teaching of languages that exist in Toronto, Canada.  It was founded in 1969

hantavirus
It is a type of virus that is transmitted by rodents, especially long-tailed field mice (Oligoryzomys longicaudatus).  It is a
very infectious virus with tax effects. 

hanuca
Also used as Hanukkah or Hanuká.  It is the name of a Decembrine Jewish holiday, also called the luminaires or light
party.  It lasts 8 days and starts on Kislev's 25th, in the Jewish Calendar.

hapag
HAPAG is an acronym in German from Hamburg Amerikanische Packetfahrt Actien Gesellschaft, Hamburg America
Line-equals.  It is a shipping maritime transport company, currently associated with Lloyd.

haplopétalo
In Botany corolla that has a single petal.  Type of flower whose corolla is satisfied with a unique petal.  Spathe.

haplopia
The state in which the object looked is seen as one and not double.  Simple or simple vision.  Monocular vision.

haplotipo
In Genetics, it is a set of polymorphisms and DNA variations that tend to be inherited simultaneously.  Set of alleles
found on the same chromosome. 



haplotomía
In Medicine is a simple cut or incision.  Slit or wounded, cut on the skin.

hapsidophrys
It means arched eyebrow.  It is a genus of snake or ofdium in the family Colubridae.  They are only found in the southern
part of Africa.

hapxes
It is the acronym in English of Hard x-ray photoelectron spectra ( 41 HAXPES;.

haraforas
It is the name of a very bellicose wild village that exists in Papua, New Guinea, Sulawesi Islands and Moluccas Islands. 
They are also called Alfocra.

harapiento
That you dress with rags.  Haraposoo .  A person who wears old or threadbare clothes.  Ragged, scruffy, astrological,
tattered. 

haraposo
Ragged.  A person who wears old or threadbare clothes.  Ragged, scruffy, astrological, tattered. 

harawi
It is a word of Quechua origin that means poet.  Sad and melancholic singing.  It is also a type of romantic, sentimental
and religious singing.  Religious, agricultural and heroic song.  It is also called jarawi or jaravi.  Name of an Andean
musical group.  Another meaning can be puppy, breeding . 

harca
Name of a Moroccan rebel group, Morocco's irregular militia group.  Harka is also used.  It is a word of Arab origin
meaning militia movement, military campaign.

hard
It is an English word that means hard (a), difficult, strong, complicated. 

harda
Arda can also be used.  It means sack, sack.  Ancient way of calling the squirrel .  It is also the name of a city or
municipality and a district of India, in the state of Madhya Pradesh. 

harderia
It means harder, dedicated to Harder or Harderiana (by the Swiss anatomist and naturalist Johann Jacob Harder).  In
Zoology is the name of a gland, also known as harderiana or Harder gland.  New lacrimal excretory gland.  It is located
behind the eye socket of many animals.  It occurs in animals that have a nictitating membrane or third eyelid.  It serves
to regulate vision, protect the eyes, to lubricate them and as an immune response of birds.  It does not exist in humans
or most apes.



hardida
It means strong, hardened, hard, tough, brave, fearless, dented, intense.  It's a galicism ( hardjan).  It also means
offended, obfuscated, irritated, angry, angry, angry, burned.

harem
Name of a Muslim's wife set.  Name of the place where the Sultan's wives live.  It is also valid Harén.  Name of a city in
Syria belonging to Idlib Province.  There is also a city with that name in the Netherlands, Province of Groninga.

hares
Hare or Hares in hindu means energy.

harijan
It means untouchable.  It is a term popularized by Gandhi and invented by Nagarazimba Metha.  It is used to refer to the
Dalits, the poorest and most discriminated against members of castes in India. 

harlauz
Harlauz or Harlauza, are words in Euskera and mean slabs.

harmonía
In Greek mythology it was the name of the goddess of harmony and harmony.  Equivalent to the Concorde of the
Romans and opponent of Eris (which was discord).  Cadmo's wife.  In most versions she is said to have been the
daughter of Ares and Aphrodite.  Also Harmonía was one of the Nymphs, who loved Ares and gave rise to some of the
Amazons.

harnerear
Harnear is also used.  It means using a harnero, sieve or sieve (or zaranda).  It means to cerner, sieve, strain, shake. 

harnero
In Colombia it is the same as colander, sieve, screening machines, strainer or sieve.  Bit of kitchen used to separate
solids from liquids.

haro
In Spain, it is the name of a comarca and a municipality of the Autonomous Community of La Rioja.  The comarca of
Haro has 26 municipalities.  It is a wine-growing region. 

harold
It is a male name of German origin.  It means who commands or leads an army.  It has as a Haroldo variant.

harpagón
It is the name of a character in the work of Brighton, the miser.  It was a being stingy, apprehension, petty.

harpesaurus
Lizard sickle, lizard that has a sickle.  It is the name of a genus of lizards or iguanas in the family Agamidae.  They are
only found in the Probe Archipelago.



harremana
It is not a word of Spanish language but of the Basque language. Means of contact.

hartarse
Colombia is getting tired, hastiar is, uncomfortable, nagging is bored.  It will also be very full, full, ahito.  In colloquial
way, hartase or jartar, in Colombia is to get drunk, get drunk.

hartarte
In Colombia a lot ( and many say jartar ) it is synonymous with quench, tire, stuffing, saturate, estragar, prevent, cloying,
importuning, annoy, disturb, saturate.


